
General Psychology Vocabulary Matching Exercise Chapter 5 Drugs 

 

1. discomfort/distress, physical pain, anti-drug symptoms experiences after stopping the use of an 

addictive drug 

 2. chemicals that change conscious awareness & perception 

 

3. drugs that cause heightened aesthetic responses, euphoria, mild delusions, hallucinations, distorted 

perceptions & sensations 

 

4. drug that increases activity of the nervous system; usually accompanied by exhilaration, euphoria, 

high energy, reduced appetite, perception of power, sociability 

 5. desire to achieve the effects produced by a drug (especially emotions) 

 6. drugs that decrease the functioning of the nervous system; may reduce anxiety or cause sedation 

 

7. repeated use of drug alters physiological functioning and continued use is required to avoid 

withdrawal symptoms 

 

8. drugs that suppress the sensation of pain by binding to and stimulating the nervous system’s 

natural receptor sites for endorphins; often cause euphoria or rush of pleasure 

 9. the body does constant work to maintain this balanced internal state 

 10. decreased sensitivity to a drug after continuous use 

 11. drug taking that causes emotional or physical harm to user or others 

 

a.  homeostasis b.  tolerance c.  drug abuse d.  withdrawal 

e.  physical dependence f.  stimulants g.  psychological dependence h.  depressants 

i.  psychoactive drugs j.  narcotics/opiates k.  hallucinogens  
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1. discomfort/distress, physical pain, anti-drug symptoms experiences after stopping the use of an 

addictive drug 

I 2. chemicals that change conscious awareness & perception 

K 

3. drugs that cause heightened aesthetic responses, euphoria, mild delusions, hallucinations, distorted 

perceptions & sensations 

F 

4. drug that increases activity of the nervous system; usually accompanied by exhilaration, euphoria, 

high energy, reduced appetite, perception of power, sociability 

G 5. desire to achieve the effects produced by a drug (especially emotions) 

H 6. drugs that decrease the functioning of the nervous system; may reduce anxiety or cause sedation 

E 

7. repeated use of drug alters physiological functioning and continued use is required to avoid 

withdrawal symptoms 

J 

8. drugs that suppress the sensation of pain by binding to and stimulating the nervous system’s 

natural receptor sites for endorphins; often cause euphoria or rush of pleasure 

A 9. the body does constant work to maintain this balanced internal state 

B 10. decreased sensitivity to a drug after continuous use 

C 11. drug taking that causes emotional or physical harm to user or others 

 

a.  homeostasis b.  tolerance c.  drug abuse d.  withdrawal 

e.  physical dependence f.  stimulants g.  psychological dependence h.  depressants 

i.  psychoactive drugs j.  narcotics/opiates k.  hallucinogens  

 


